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Abstract: Mathematical modelling of hen’s egg 
shape by rotation curve. The proposed method 
concerns a mathematical modelling of the hen’s 
eggs. To describe the hen’s egg shape there was 
used the Bézier curve, rotated in relations to 
z axis; the obtained surface was scaled. The 
Bézier curve described a half of contour of egg’s 
longitudinal section. The developed mathematical 
model can be used in generating 3D solids that are 
similar to hen’s eggs in respect of shape and basic 
dimensions. The mathematical model allows for 
the change in egg’s length, width and thickness as 
well as in coordinates of nodal and control points 
of Bézier curve that describes a half of contour of 
the egg’s longitudinal section.
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INTRODUCTION

Eggs are valuable component of human 
diet in respect of their nutritional value. 
They belong to products of animal origin 
and are valuable raw material in food in-
dustry. They contain almost all vitamins 
and polysaturated fatty acids as well as 
a balanced composition of amino acids 
and mineral components [Niewiarowicz 
et al. 1991, Trziszka 2000, Siepka et al. 
2010]. 

The shape of eggs is considered in de-
signing of machines and equipment used 
in their production and processing; it is 
also one of quality parameters assessed 
by customers [Rashidi and Keshavarz-

pour 2011]. Geometrical properties of 
eggs are important in biological inves-
tigations and poultry industry [Narushin 
2005]. 

The methods for stock management 
used in production and trade enterprises 
[Buli ski et al. 2012, 2013], poultry in-
dustry and climate controlling in poultry-
-houses [Lysenko et al. 2011], production 
robotics [Shvorov et al. 2012], as well as 
application of the methods for product 
classi  cation and diagnostics in respect 
to signi  cantly different properties [Ja-
naszek and Trajer 2010] enable to ar-
range data and identify these properties, 
working parameters and design decisions 
that in  uence the product quality.   

In description of the eggs’ shape there 
can be used the methods that are applied 
in description of raw material of agricul-
tural origin proposed by many research-
ers [K ska and Feder 1997, Mabille 
and Abecassis 2003, Donev et al. 2004, 
Fr czek and Wróbel 2006, 2009, Miesz-
kalski 2011]. Information needed for 
modelling 3D objects of various origing 
are given by computer graphics [Kiciak 
2000, Foley et al. 2001]. 

This work aimed at development of 
mathematical model describing an exter-
nal shape of the hen’s eggs by rotation of 
Bézier curve.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

The research material were the hen’s 
eggs originated from a liter keeping 
system and distributed by P.H. Cza-
chorowski (www.czacharowski.com). 
Three hen’s eggs of different shape were 
selected and photographed. Their length, 
width and thickness were measured with 
a slide caliper with accuracy 0.1 mm; the 
maximal diameters of eggs were meas-
ured along their length every 10, 25, 35, 
45 and 55 mm. 

To describe the shape of half of con-
tour of the egg’s longitudinal section 
there was used the Bézier curve; by its 
rotation in respect of z axis the rotational 
surface was obtained. The created rota-
tional surfaces of solids were scaled to 
obtain their shapes similar to shape of se-
lected hen’s eggs. Visualization of men-
tioned 3D solid models was performed 
with the use of computer program Math-
cad.

The hen’s egg dimensions are present-
ed in Table 1, exemplary photographs of 
the hen’s eggs are presented in Figure 1.

DESCRIPTION OF MODEL

Matrix equations of coordinates xA1, 
zA1 of Bézier curve points for egg I have 
the form:
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Matrix equations for eggs II and III 
have analogical notation.

Coordinates of nodal and control 
points that occur in the equations (1, 2) 
for Bézier curve of eggs I, II and III are 
written down in matrixes 3, 4 and 5:  

TABLE 1. Length (a) and diameter dimensions 
related to sections of selected hen’s eggs 

Distance between 
measured diameters 

of eggs
[mm]

Diameters of eggs [mm]
I

a = 60 
mm

II
a = 57 

mm

III
a = 56 

mm
10 35.7 32.9 34
25 46.7 42 41
35 46.6 40.9 37.7
45 40.4 33.2 29.2
55 26.6 14.2 7.9

FIGURE 1. Hen’s eggs designated as I, II and III 
(dimensions in Table 1)

(1)

(2)
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1 11 0 60
2 12 32.1 60
3 13 28.6 0
4 14 0 0

xI zI
xI zI
xI zI
xI zI

 (3)

1 11 0 57
2 12 23.9 57
3 13 29.7 0
4 14 0 0

xII zII
xII zII
xII zII
xII zII

 (4)

1 11 0 56
2 12 21.7 56
3 13 39 0
4 14 0 0

xIII zIII
xIII zIII
xIII zIII
xIII zIII

 (5)

To obtain rotational surface that repre-
sents the egg I one should rotate Bézier 
curve in relations to z axis with the use 
of equations: 
XI1t,j = xIt · sin(  j) (6)

YI1t,j = xIt · cos(  j)  (7)

ZI1t,j = zIt (8)

where: 
2 j

j N
 (9)

j = 0 … N (10) 
t = 0 … N – 1  (11)

where: 
N – matrix size (it was assumed N = 81); 
t – number of rows;
j – number of columns.

Similarly, one should rotate Bézier 
curves for the eggs II and III.

The length – a, width – b and thick-
ness – c of real measurements on the eggs 
I, II and III are included in matrix 12. 

60 57 56
47 42 41
46 41 39

aI aII aIII
bI bII bIII
cI cII cIII

 (12)

To obtain the given dimensions (a, b, c) 
of the hen’s egg model one should scale 
equations 7, 8 and 9. The scaled matrix 
equations of coordinates XI, YI and ZI  
of nodal points of the net of surface that 
describes the shape of egg I have the fol-
lowing form:

1max( 1) min( 1)
bI

XI XIXI XI
 (13)

1max( 1) min( 1)
cI

YI YIYI YI
 (14)

1max( 1) min( 1)
aA

ZI ZIZI ZI
 (15)

Similar calculations should be made for 
eggs II and III.

The 3D models for eggs I, II and III 
are presented in Figure 2.

VERIFICATION OF MODEL

The developed mathematical model that 
describes the shape of hen’s eggs was 
initially veri  ed by comparison of over-
lapped projections on XZ plane of the 
eggs’ models and images (Fig. 3). 

Comparing the overlapped projections 
of eggs I, II and III models and images 
one can  nd, that the shapes of solids 
represented by the eggs’ models (Fig. 2) 
are similar to real eggs presented in Fig-
ure 1. Basic dimensions – length, width 
and thickness – are identical for the 
models and images (result of scaling).
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Small discrepancy may occur in the re-
maining sections (Table 2). Imaging 
inaccuracy occurred within the section 
at distance 10 mm (egg II with relative 
error –5.7%, egg III with relative error 
–5.8%) and within the section at distance 
55 mm (egg II with relative error –6.7%, 
egg III with relative error –5.7%). The 

proposed mathematical models can be 
used in generating the 3D solids similar 
to hen’s eggs in respect of their shape and 
basic dimensions and can be applied in 
agricultural and food engineering, where 
there is no need for very high imaging 
accuracy.  

FIGURE 2. 3D models for eggs I, II and III 

FIGURE 3. Overlapped projections on XZ plane of models and images of eggs I, II and III

TABLE 2. Difference in diameter measurements for model and egg and relative error 

Distance between 
measured diameters 

of eggs [mm]

Difference in diameter measurement 
for model and egg [mm] Relative error [%]

I II III I II III
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
10 –0.5 –1.9 –2 –1.4 –5.7 –5.8
25 0.6 0.05 0.2 1.3 0.1 0.6
35 0.08 0.8 0.9 –0.2 2 2.4
45 –1.4 –0.2 0.5 –3.4 –0.6 1.8
55 –1.3 –0.9 –0.5 –4.8 –6.7 –5.7
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CONCLUSIONS

The developed model represented 
with surface obtained by rotation of 
Bézier curve after scaling can be used 
in generating 3D solids similar to the 
hen’s eggs in respect of their shape 
and basic dimensions. 
In the proposed mathematical model 
the parameters that control the shape 
are basic dimensions of egg (length, 
width, thickness) and coordinates of 
the nodal and control points of Bézier 
curve that describes the half of longi-
tudinal contour of the egg section. 
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Streszczenie: Matematyczne modelowanie kszta -
tu jaja kurzego przez obrót krzywej. Proponowa-
na metoda dotyczy matematycznego modelowa-
nia jaj kurzych. W modelu matematycznym do 

opisu kszta tu jaja kurzego zastosowano krzyw  
Béziera, któr  obrócono wzgl dem osi z, a uzy-
skan  powierzchni  skalowano. Opracowany 
model matematyczny mo e by  stosowany do 
generowania bry  3D podobnych pod wzgl dem 
podstawowych wymiarów do jaj kurzych. W mo-
delu matematycznym istnieje mo liwo  zmiany 
warto ci d ugo ci, szeroko ci, grubo ci jaja oraz 
wspó rz dnych punktów w z owych i kontro-
lnych krzywej Béziera opisuj cej lini  po owy 
konturu wzd u nego przekroju jaja.
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